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5 TIPS for a
busy girl's guide
to the perfect
hair extensions

 



Decoding wig speak – read up before you buy! 

 

Too much information but how do we use this? 

 

You may be a newbie to hair extensions or wear them but are unfamiliar

with all the terms that fly around when referring to hair extensions. If this

sounds like you, you are not alone. When I first started wearing wigs, I

remember buying a bunch of ‘human hair’ wigs, only for them to go bust a

few weeks later! There’s so much information on quality, styling, vendors –

you name it! But what do you with all this information? What is important

when purchasing your hair extensions?

 

Well, stay tuned! We will break down some of these terms for you and

suggest a criteria when purchasing good quality hair extensions. This is not

an exhaustive list, but it will point you in the right direction.  

Quality – what is quality? Everyone says they sell quality! Remy, virgin, raw –

what do they all mean? 

 

Okay calm down, we’ve got this.  

 

First, there are several different types of hair extensions – tape-ins, clip-ins,

fusions, micro-links, pre-bonded hair extensions, bundles, etc but we are

going to focus on bundles.  

 

Quality can become arbitrary when there are not any key indicators. When

it comes to bundles, they can be synthetic or human (and from animals in

some cases). The main indicator for quality is getting your hands on virgin

or raw hair with the cuticles intact. As a result, what we have done is

created a guide on how to purchase great quality human hair bundles. 
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Introduction



Where is the best human hair from? It depends on the type of hair you prefer but most authentic virgin hair originates from

India and is known for its smooth, silky texture. You do have hair that originates from Cambodia, Burma, Russia and some other

places but they are harder to source (refer to page 3). Find a company selling Remy hair with the cuticle still intact.

 

Raw: 100% unprocessed human hair from one donor, often appears with low lustre and is a little coarse in texture. Hair

originating from India is usually donated at the temples. The ponytail is cut directly from the donor with the cuticles of

the hair running in the same direction, from root to tip, to minimise any tangling or matting. When the hair is collected, it

is cleaned thoroughly, removing any impurities. No two bundles are the same. The hair has not been

chemically processed or steam processed. This type of hair is rarer to find so the price tends to be higher. It is higher

maintenance, which means shampooing and conditioning frequently. It is usually available in straight, wavy and

curly and blends better with natural hair. Good quality raw hair should dye and bleach well.  

Virgin: 100% human hair. The hair is collected from the ponytail of a donor with cuticles still intact, then cleaned

thoroughly, removing any impurities. Typically, the cuticles of the hair run in the same direction from root to tip to

minimise any tangling or matting. This is usually steam processed but not chemically processed hair (dyed, bleached or

coloured, permed). To achieve different hair types (straight, kinky straight. body wavy, deep wavy, deep curly, kinky curly),

the hair is safely steam processed without damaging the hair. This results in more varied hair patterns than raw hair.

Good quality virgin hair should dye and bleach well. 

Remy: This is 100% human hair and the cuticles of the hair are still intact and run in the same direction from root to tips

of the hair. The hair is sourced from different donors. Virgin hair and Remy hair both are 100% natural human hair. The

difference is that the donor of Remy hair used to dye, perm or bleach his or her hair, while the donor of virgin hair has

not used any chemical products. Remy hair needs to be rearranged but virgin hair always comes as it is. The hair is

cleaned, removing any impurities.  

Non-Remy: Non-Remy hair is very popular and is readily available. This hair has both the roots and the tips mixed up so

that all the hairs are not running in the same direction, unlike Remy hair. Sometimes, the cuticles or the ends of the

hair are shaved off. This is similar to pack hair bought in beauty stores, only for it to matte and tangle after a few washes.

Low quality human hair tangles and mattes easily because the cuticles are flowing in the opposite direction. Also,

it is very likely that the hair has been collected from the floors of salons, hairbrushes, or drains of barber shops, and

then are cleaned and made into bundles. Every strand is used – including grey hairs, dyed hairs, and hairs with lice, dirt

and soil. The vast majority of non-Remy hair comes from India. It is mixed with synthetic hair and sometimes even animal

hair to make up the weight. 

Human hair – there are different types of human hair: 
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Quality of bundles
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Here is a non-exhaustive list on a few types of human hair that you may have heard of. They all have their different qualities

about them, so it is also a matter of preference and what you are trying to achieve: 

 

Brazilian Hair - Most popular, very soft, diverse, durable, thick, easiest to blend, luxurious, thick, low to medium lustre,

voluminous.

 

Indian Hair - Versatile, very fine, smooth, light and bouncy, curls and styles easily, moves easily with no added products, swells

and becomes frizzy in humid weather, use of anti-frizz products recommended.

 

Cambodian Hair - Slightly coarse hair, good match with kinky hair, holds curls well, lots of bounce and body.

 

Burmese Hair - Highly versatile, high lustre. Much rarer and exotic compared to other origins of hair. Mixture between Indian

and Chinese hair, great match for those who have already have somewhat of a coarse hair texture.  
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Common hair sources
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Maybe you have just purchased some hair, or you may just want to try this with some hair you already have for the fun of it!  

 

Beards – Check the beards on your bundles. This refers to hair that is sewn to the track and inverted so the hair does not shed.

They should appear short, so that it will prevent tangling with the bundle of hair.  

 

Split ends – There should be some split ends. If the hair does not have this, it is likely that has been acid washed and the

cuticles have been stripped. At first appearance, the hair will appear very shiny but when it is washed a few times, it will

become matted and tangled.  

 

Simple burn test – Try a strand of hair. Synthetic hair will melt and produce black smoke when heat is applied. Human hair will

catch fire immediately and leave a dark ash that turns to powder when crushed.  

 

Synthetic fillers – Sometimes you have synthetic fillers, which may appear as red strings in the hair. This is an indication that

the manufacturers have increased the weight of the hair by adding synthetic fillers. This will melt when heat is applied. It is

likely to be synthetic hair mixed with fake virgin hair (non-remy human hair). In some cases, Indian hair may appear with red

strands due to henna that the donor may have applied. 

 

Cuticle test – is it aligned? Unidirectional? Feel the cuticles, run your hand from the end of the hair to the root. You should feel

some tension, which lets you know the cuticles are intact. If you do it in the opposite direction, it should feel smooth. If you do

not feel this, it is likely the hair has been acid washed and silicones have been added to them for a shiny appearance. You often

have this when you go to the beauty store. Once silicone washes off, the hair will dry out and become a tangled

knot. Therefore, it feels silky when you first buy it and becomes a tangled mess with time. 

 

Smell – Hair should not have any ‘strong’ smells, which may indicate that the hair has been overly processed.  

 

Price point – Raw hair is indeed the most expensive. If you are buying a 20 inches bundle for less than £80, this is not authentic

raw hair.
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Simple test to check the quality
of your hair
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Lace fronts appear with a natural hairline from ear-to-ear, but it is higher maintenance. They are usually are available in

13”x4” and 13”x6” on the market.   

Closures are very manageable and beginner friendly, but they do expose the tracks if the wind catches them! They are

available in 2”x6”, 4”x4”, 5”x5”, 6”x6”, 7”x7” on the market. 

360 lace wigs are great for ponytails and full lace wigs are useful if you want the hair to appear scalp-like.   

Swiss lace: 

A very thin mesh. The thicker the mesh, the cheaper it is.  

Some plucking at the front with baby hairs at the front to mimic natural hairline

Slightly bleached knots so hair underneath is not visible.

The bigger the lace closure, the more natural it appears (e.g. 5”x5” inches lace closure has more parting space than

4”x4” inches lace closure so it is a little more versatile). The larger the closure, the higher the cost. 

Edges should be secure to reduce tearing.

Silk-based lace closures – they are made up of three layers. the first layer is silk, the second should be Swiss lace and the

third is silk. This provides a natural part. If you are a medium to darker complexion, you will need to tint the lace. It should be

thin. 

Density – choose a density of 135% or above so the hair appears natural and not too spare. Some companies will use a

density of 100% or less: 

This refers to the thickness of the hair, so it is the amount of hair used per wig cap. Higher density means thicker hair, low

density means thinner hair.

Wigs can range from 50% to 250% density on the market. Usually, 130% is a natural looking density. 150% adds some

fulness and 250% is very full, which is perfect for a full glam look: 130% - medium density,  150% - medium to heavy

density, 180% - Heavy density, 200% - Extra heavy

The lace used on a wig can really make or break it. It is your preference whether you want to go with a full lace wig, 360 lace

wigs, lace front or a closure but the quality of the lace is important. 

 

 

 

 

Here are some tips to buying a good quality lace: 
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lace
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Wefts can be double or single. Now, you may be familiar with single or double wefting. Double wefted hair is thicker as you

get twice as much hair on a weft and it depends on how thick you want the hair to be. When you look at the stitching at the

top of the bundles, this is what is referred to as the tracks. There are different methods of sewing. Hair is stitched together

with a four or three-headed sewing machine. You can also have hand-tied sewing, which results in thinner tracks. 

Double drawn or single drawn? It depends on the look you are trying to achieve. Do you like a more voluminous and

polished look or a more natural finish? This is about how the hair is processed after being collected. Single drawn hair

collects hair from the donor, and then it is placed on the weft. It is thick at the roots and thinner towards the bottom like

natural hair. There is less work involved in processing and is low cost. This is more easily accessible on the market. However,

you can trim the hair, so it appears thicker. For double drawn hair, workers remove shorter hair strands by hand and cut the

ends of hair to ensure equal length of hair is sewn together in a weft. This appears more voluminous and lasts longer. The

hair is thick from root to tip. This is a longer process and has a higher cost. It comes from more multiple donors to

achieve an aligned, thick look. 

Different strokes for different folks - you may want a particular type of weft or prefer your hair double drawn. It is really

down to preference!

 

 

 

FUN FACT:  The actual quality of the hair is determined by whether the cuticles are intact and if it is virgin or raw hair.  Low

quality hair is hair that has been acid-washed, bleached, dyed and coated in silicone or it has been mixed

with synthetic fibres.  Fake virgin hair is low quality hair that has been acid washed and bathed in silicone, but not bleached or

dyed.

 

BEWARE: Some Chinese manufacturers market with false labels due to the lack of regulation. They use the cheapest hair by

blending synthetic fibres into the bundle, then add short hairs. If the bundle appears way thick at the top of the bundle and

significantly thinner at the bottom, it is likely to be low quality hair.
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Extra information to consider -
find the perfect hair for you
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So, that's it! 5 solid tips to help you buy QUALITY hair extensions. 

A few key points to round off because bullet points are more memorable!

 

Read the following bullet points for key takeaways to buy your hair extensions with confidence:

 

 

Find a company selling Remy hair with the cuticles still intact

 

Use hair that is either raw or virgin, which can last you up to 3 years with proper care

 

Always check the hair once you have received it, especially if you are trying a new vendor 

 

Tailor to suit your preference so that you are happy with your choice, e.g. Indian hair, colour, double drawn, double

weft

 

 

 

 

 

 
Conclusion

If you are having some difficulty looking for quality hair, let me introduce you to LIVICOR:

 

LIVICOR specializes in raw Indian human hair and virgin hair. It is unlikely that you will have quality issues with our hair. If you

consider how Remy virgin hair is produced, then you will understand why you will not end up purchasing two or more

defective pieces. 

 

During the wefting process, any hair that falls to the ground cannot be picked up since it may be inverted and flow in the

opposite direction as the other hairs. Workers have been trained to avoid the mistake of adding an inverted hair back into the

weft, but it happens on rare occasions. If the inverted hair passes through LIVICOR’s quality assurance processes, it will cause

tangling once it’s installed—but only in a small section of the extension.

 

Visit www.livicor.com for more information.
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